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Abstract
What do voters really receive when they vote? This paper exploits
25 years of municipal level voting data in Massachusetts to identify
the specific effects of voter approved ballots. In particular, this analysis attempts to determine the degree to which voter preferences are
reflected in public expenditures. The findings here suggest that voters
see little change in expenditures, regardless of voting outcomes. To
my knowledge, this paper is the first of its kind to directly link voting
outcomes with non capital expenditure outcomes. This has important
implications for discussing frictions that arise between voter preferences and local public expenditures.
JEL: H72, D72

A basic tenant of political economic theory relies on the supposition that
resources in a municipality are allocated based on the revealed preferences
provided by its member groups. Provided that citizens of a jurisdiction are
allowed to vote, municipal budgets should reflect the aggregated preferences
of the voting public. As noted by Romer and Rosenthal (1979), this may
be a somewhat simplistic view as it fails to account for possible frictions in
the voter-bureaucrat relationship such as asymmetric information, decisionmaking monopoly power, or even expenditure exploitation (see Drazen and
Eslava (2010)).
Perhaps unsurprisingly, empirical evidence on returns to voting1 are few
and far between. Endogeneity remains a key difficulty in performing empirical tests given the healthy degree to which unobservables likely drive the
determinants of local budget expenditures. The degree to which a municipality may or may not meet voters’ revealed preferences can inform economists
as to the size, and degree, of frictions that may occur between voters and
municipal decision-makers. In cases of low friction (effectively, high pass
through of voter preferences), it can generally be accepted that local officials
will be held accountable to expenditure decision making. However, with low
voter preference pass through, there may be concerns that local officials hold
1

Here, returns to voting is used to indicate whether the local budget responds to revealed voter preferences, not whether an individual’s welfare has changed.
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an inordinate amount of power thus making it difficult for the democratic
process to proceed. In such cases, it may be socially beneficial to consider
policies that can help reduce the sources of voting frictions.
To this end, this paper uses 25 years of voting and budget data from
Massachusetts municipalities to investigate how local budgets respond to
voter-approved fiscal overrides. In order to alleviate concerns over misspecification and endogeneity, a regression discontinuity (RD) methodology will
be employed. This allows for empirical testing with a larger degree of internal
validity than more standard regression techniques. Additionally, in order to
better identify a priori expectations of budget changes, the fiscal overrides
are limited to only those that address educational expenditures.2
The findings of this paper may be surprising to some. In particular,
education spending seems to have no correlation with the passage of an override, despite every vote having explicitly education-oriented usage. In fact,
expenditures in general appear to have no response to an override passage.
However, this is not just an artifact of municipalities lagging in their revenue
generation. Statistically significant results show that the passage of a fiscal
override leads to increased tax collections in line with expectations. Interestingly, there appears to be little effect on overall revenue generation, which
explains the lack of complementary expenditure increases. This fascinating
outcome seems to provide evidence that fiscal overrides in Massachusetts are
largely being utilized for substitutability in revenues rather than as public
expenditure boosts.
The findings reported here strongly imply that municipal budgets fail to
respond to voter’s revealed preferences. Models for public expenditures may
need to ensure the inclusion of frictions in the voting ‘market’, otherwise
there may be a tendency to overpredict public expenditures. Additionally,
the results may also be suggestive of a lack of information of outcomes for
voters. If we are to subscribe to the theory that an informed populace will
provide for informed voters, then policies for providing voters with more
2

Also note that all analyses utilizes data on municipal budgets in the year after the
override is voted upon. Current year expenditures are less likely to reflect a response to
vote failure or success, while investigating future years becomes difficult because overrides
are only required to be earmarked for one year.
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information on local budgets may be valuable.
This paper is organized as follows. Section I provides a brief background
of Massachusetts’ property tax cap law. Section II discusses prior research
into voting and public expenditure theory. The data and methodology employed here is laid out in Sections III and IV respectively, while Section V
discusses the results. Section VI concludes.

I

Background

California’s Proposition 13, passed in 1978, limited ad valorem taxes on
property to 1 percent of the property’s cash value. The passage of this law, for
good or ill, has led to a number of consequences in the state.3 Four decades
after Proposition 13, states are still enacting or editing similar laws (as recently as 2010 and 2012 in New Jersey and Oklahoma respectively). These
laws are generally meant to force local governments to reduce or streamline
service provision and to provide fiscal reprieve to fixed income homeowners
for whom increasing property tax rates may result in being priced out of
their homes (Ladd and Wilson, 1982).
Massachusett’s property tax law (known as Proposition 2 12 ) of 1980 enacted several limitations on local revenue generation from property taxes.4
In particular, it created two limits; a levy limit and a levy ceiling. The levy
ceiling is calculated as 2.5 percent of the total value of all taxable real and
personal property in the municipality. This value only changes with property
revaluations and new growth. Communities are allowed to temporarily collect property taxes in excess of the levy ceiling only through voter approved
measures known as capital or debt exclusions.
On the other hand, the levy limit restricts property tax collections to any
value at or below the levy limit. This value increases at an automatic 2.5
percent annual rate, but also includes increases from new growth. Addition3

See Rosen (1982) and Sexton, Sheffrin and O’Sullivan (1999).
See Cutler, Elmendorf and Zeckhauser (1999) for a discussion on why Massachusetts
voters passed Proposition 2 12 , and why voters might choose to override the law’s revenue
generation limitations. For other research on Proposition 2 12 , see Bradbury, Mayer and
Case (2001) and Wallin and Zabel (2011).
4
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ally, another type of voter approved measure; the fiscal override can increase
the levy limit as well. Any approved fiscal overrides add their value directly
to the base levy limit. Cities can choose to collect any amount of property
taxes so long as the amount levied lies below both the levy ceiling and the
levy limit. The difference between the levied quantity and the levy limit is
known as the excess capacity. Importantly, unused excess capacity does not
roll over to the next fiscal year.
Debt and capital exclusions allow local governments to raise revenues
above and beyond their levy ceiling. Exclusions require two-third majority
votes by either a city’s council or selectmen as required by local law. Once
approved, the exclusion is placed on the next ballot where passage is provided
by a simple majority public vote. When placed on the ballot, exclusions are
required to list their expected uses and dollar amounts (in the case of capital
exclusions). Any increase to a levy limit by exclusions will only last for the
life of the debt, and importantly, is not factored into the 2.5 percent annual
levy limit increase. As such, exclusions are not only limited in nature (debt
or capital projects only), but also in time.5
Fiscal overrides are the main focus of this paper. While similar to exclusions in some respects, they are quite different in several key areas. Fiscal
overrides need only a majority from local officials to be placed on the ballot
and like exclusions, need only a majority of public votes to pass. Similar
to exclusions, the initiative must list both the usage and the dollar value
of the funds to be collected. An important aspect of overrides is that they
are permanent in nature. Upon enacting an override, a municipality’s levy
limit is immediately raised by the aforementioned dollar value, and in subsequent years, the override amount is increased by the same 2.5 percent each
year. In essence, an override enables a jurisdiction to increase their revenue
generating ability as well as their future revenue generation. Additionally,
capital and debt exclusions are restricted to capital expenditures only, fiscal
overrides have not limitation. However, overrides have one limiting factor,
5

Given that debt and capital projects are special cases of expenditures and thus, are
not included in city general funds budgets, they are not used in the following analysis.
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they cannot increase a levy limit beyond the municipality’s levy ceiling.6
These fiscal overrides provide a quality demonstration of the voting public’s preferences. When an override passes, the public is provided with both
the expected total property tax increase as well as the usage of the monies.
Importantly, fiscal overrides must be earmarked for their usage during the
first year after the initiative’s passage. In any future years the money is
no longer restricted to its original usage. The analysis presented here will
focus solely on budget effects during the first year of passage while the override’s usage is still restricted. There exists little a priori knowledge to guide
investigative efforts once the monies become more easily fungible in future
years.

II

Literature Review

No discussion of voting and political economy can remove itself from
its roots in Black (1948). In laying down the basic ideas behind the Median
Voter Theorem, Black heavily influenced research into the provision of public
expenditures. In essence, Black argued that the preferences of the median
voter should ultimately drive the result of elections. Since then, empirical
tests of the Median Voter Theorem have generally failed to show it to be
generalizable.
A more recent example by Gerber and Lewis (2004) utilized an extensive
database of more than two million individual-level voting returns demonstrates the Median Voter Theorem tends to have more predictive power in
homogenous voting districts. Heterogeneous preferences are more likely to
allow other factors (such as legislative members’ or party preferences) to
dominate the median voter’s preferences. Importantly, Gerber’s paper discusses elections in a multidimensional framework (each voter is essentially
deciding party identification, or among a set of policies that each candidate
may possess). The paper presented here works from a much more simple
6

There also exists an option known as an underride in which the municipality’s levy
limit is reduced by the balloted amount. Only 18 overrides were voted on during the
period of analysis. They are not considered here.
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unidemensional framework, as the votes are specifically tied to educational
expenditures. Thus, the votes are much more a direct referenda on a particular subject. Tiebout (1956) presented the well-known theory of Tiebout
sorting. In the paper, Tiebout lays out a series of assumptions and predictions that would result in self-sorting of the public. Tiebout’s argument
centers around the idea that a family will move into jurisdictions that are
more likely to represent their preferences for public expenditures. In such a
model, one would expect a high degree of pass through of voter preferences
since voting districts would become more homogenous and thus, more likely
to support the Median Voter Theorem as noted by Gerber.
A theoretical expansion and empirical test of the Median Voter Theorem
can be found by Romer and Rosenthal (1979). There, the authors propose
a theoretical ‘monopoly’model of expenditures in which a department can
attain power over determining alternative expenditure options available to
other decision-makers. Their work indicates that in the presence of a monopolistic power, public expenditures will deviate from the median voter, and
interestingly, may even be higher than anticipated. Drazen and Eslava (2010)
show how local officials can manipulate voters by targeting expenditures to
marginal groups to push voters into supporting the incumbent.
Discussions on specific public expenditures include two particular theories; the governmental Leviathan, and flypaper effects. The Leviathan theory
was put forth by Brennan and Buchanan (1977). In it, the authors argue
that governments with little or no constitutional constraints on revenue generation will become revenue-maximizers that leave little power for the public
to control. Essentially, the more fiscally decentralized a government is, the
less able it would be to enact its Leviathan-like nature. This theory has been
tested and discussed extensively since then. Oates (1985) was one of the first
papers to take an empirical look at the Leviathan theory. Oates used two
data sets of state-local measurements to attempt to identify whether there
was a relationship between fiscal decentralization and government size. While
Oates found little evidence for the Leviathan theory, other papers since then
have fallen on both sides of the argument. See Hoyt (1999) for a discussion
of previous empirical research.
7
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The flypaper effect put simply, is the question of how much a targeted
intergovernmental transfer will ‘stick’to its target. Theoretically, if public expenditures represent voter preferences, and grants can be seen as the equivalent of a boost in local income, then expenditures changes by grants should
be no more than the marginal change with a boost from income. However,
Hines and Thaler (1995) provides an overview of the research into the flypaper effect demonstrating relatively high rates of ‘stickiness’. Discussions of
the flypaper effect here focus on the ability of local govermnent officials to
utilize budget fungibility. Zampelli (1986) provides a valuable discussion of
municipal budget response to federal grants. The author uses a database of
large U.S. metropolitan areas to identify how much of a grant will ‘stick’in
a city’s budget. Zampelli finds little evidence of a flypaper effect, providing
evidence that cities have relatively fungible budgets. Budget fungibility is
an important item to consider for the research presented here. If municipalities have little fungibility in their budgets, then an increase in educational
expenditures earmarked by a fiscal override will lead to an increase in educational expenditures. A more fungible budget will provide local officials
with the ability to move expenditures away from what voters preferences had
demonstrated.
These works have shown that the basic idea that public expenditures
reflect a particular set of voter preferences should be called into question.
While this may indicate that one should expect a lower pass through rate of
voter preferences, there is little information on the specific degree to which
bureaucrats will conform to revealed voter preferences. The following analysis
adds to the literature in several ways. For one, this paper directly tests
the degree to which local decision-making officials respond to revealed voter
preferences. Previous work has had to rely on estimates of voter preferences,
or assumptions of exogenous votes or grants. This has strong implications in
identifying the magnitude of frictions between the voter and the bureaucrat.
In addition this analysis utilizes an RD method to help maintain internal
validity to protect against the possibility of spurious results.
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III

Data

All data used here comes from the Massachusetts Department of Revenue
(MDOR). MDOR helpfully keeps a database of the three major pieces of data
needed for the empirical analysis; municipal level general funds expenditures,
revenues, and fiscal override votes.
Expenditure data consists of department level spending out of each municipality’s general funds budget. There are 351 municipalities in the state of
Massachusetts. General funds expenditures account for all city-level spending
except for cases of special revenue, enterprise, capital projects, or trust funds.
These extraneous expenditures are all fairly small portions (less than 10 percent) of a city’s total budget.7 The areas of expenditures are; education,
public works, public safety, health, culture and recreation, debt servicing,
fixed costs, and intergovernmental transfers.8 In general, education is by far
the largest single portion of a city’s budget. The average budget share devoted to education is around 51 percent. The second largest is public safety
at about 18 percent.
Revenue data is split into eleven different revenue sources. These vary
from relatively low revenue sources such as special assessments that are rarely
collected, to the main source of revenue for municipalities; taxes.9 Total taxes
account for the largest portion of city revenues at 53 percent followed by State
Aid largely in the form of educational (known as Chapter 70 payments) and
unrestricted general goverment aid.
From 1990 until the end of 2014 there were 5,604 ballot initiatives for
overrides, capital exclusions, and underrides. Of those, 4,180 were fiscal
7

Capital projects are excluded for two main reasons. For one, capital outlays represent
‘lumpy’expenditures that create problems in discussing direct effects given that most large
capital outlays will oftentimes represent multiple years’ worth of planning. In addition,
histograms of capital and debt exclusions demonstrate extreme discontinuities in voter
percentage at the passage mark. As will be discussed in Section III, this violates one of
the assumptions required for RD methods to internally valid.
8
The data lists spending on police, fire, and other public safety separately. These are
aggregated into one expenditure department as public safety for ease of analysis..
9
The specific list of revenues sources are; total taxes, government provided services,
fees, federal aid, state aid, other government payments, special assessments, fines and
forfeitures, miscellaneous, other, intergovernmental transfers, and total revenues.
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overrides of the type being analyzed here. Each initiative includes the description provided to voters, the applicable year, the dollar amount to be
raised, and the precise vote counts both for and against the initiative. While
the description provided specifies the usage of the monies to be raised, it does
not note into which department the expenditures will be earmarked. Thus,
the initiatives were combed through by hand to classify each according to
its likely expenditure location. For most overrides, this was a fairly obvious
choice. For example, an override passed by Wellfleet in 2012 listed its description as, ‘Fund elementary school budget’. Those that were listed with either
multiple uses such as funding both school and municipal budgets or where
expenditures would not be easily identifiable were given an ‘other’category.
Importantly, in the final analysis, only those overrides that were only aimed
at education were included to minimize the likelihood of spillovers from other
uses.

IV

Methodology

When utilizing and RD method, consider the following model:
(1) Yi = θγi + βXi + i
Where X is a vector of covariates and γ is our variable of interest, in
this case, a binary variable indicating passage of an override10 . A typical
linear regression would return a biased coefficient (θ) on γ as city specific
characteristics are likely to be correlated with both γ and the error term,
. This creates difficulty in establishing a statistically ‘pleasing’relationship
between γ and Y.
However, prior work has demonstrated the value of using an RD design
when utilizing treatment data11 . While the passage of a ballot initiative
10

The variable determining the passage of an override, voter share, is sometimes referred
to as the ‘forcing variable’. Forcing variables are generally continuous in nature, and can
be used to identify how close a ballot measure came to passage or failure. The forcing
point in this case will be at the .5 mark of voter share, or in other words, the point at
which one side of voting becomes a majority.
11
See Thistlewaite and Campbell (1960), Angrist and Lavy (1999), and Lee and Lemieux
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is certainly nonrandom in nature, if one limits the analysis to only those
contests that are sufficiently close to the passage mark, the investigation
begins to approach a randomized experiment. This can provide a valuable
means to establish a causal relationship between γ and Y in (1). In essence,
if the treatment effect is distributed randomly amongst the sample, then
this effectively generates two groups, those with an override passage (the
treatment group), and those without an override passage (the control group).
It then becomes possible to compare these two groups to uncover whether
treatment has an effect (also known as treatment on the treated or TOT) on
municipal budget composition.
Of course, there are no free statistical lunches. RD methods must meet
certain criteria to be a valid approximation of a randomized experiment.
The caveats to RD usage fall into two categories; discontinuity validation
and group differences. For discontinuity validation, individuals must not be
able to alter the variable determining treatment assignment (in this case,
vote share), and there must not be discrete jumps in voter share within
close proximity of the discontinuity. General practice when considering ballot
measures with an RD design, is to ensure that individual power to determine
voting outcomes is relatively small by removing smaller voting populaces.12
Smaller voting pools tend to lead to instances in which it becomes more likely
that one or two voters can influence the assignment of treatment.
Discrete changes in voter share near the discontinuity of interest may indicate a situation in which endogenous sorting may bias results. So long as
any discrete jumps in the forcing variable are far enough away from the discontinuity, then RD designs can still approximate a randomized experiment.
A histogram can indicate whether any discrete jumps lie near the discontinuity point. As a demonstration of this point as well as providing evidence
behind the choice not to use exclusions, see Figure 1. It can be easily seen
that a massive discontinuity arises at the point when the majority of votes
are for the proposal. Figure 2 shows a similar histogram demonstrating the
(2010).
12
See Cellini, Ferreira and Rothstein (2010). For the following analysis, any municipality
with fewer than 100 votes has been removed from the dataset. This filter reduces the ballot
count by 219.
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lack of a discontinuity in educational overrides. By limiting the analysis to
overrides, one may be reasonably certain that there are no discrete jumps in
the immediate vicinity of the discontinuity.
To evaluate the effect of overrides on educational spending, two RD models will be utilized. The first will consist of a local linear regression model.
This model will only use observations from within the immediate vicinity of
the discontinuity using a bandwidth chosen by minimizing the mean squared
error. Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012) discusses this methodology further.
The local linear method is modeled as follows:
(2) Yi = θγi + i
Where γ is a dummy variable denoting treatment assignment. θ provides
the effect of the treatment on the treated. In this case, θ will show how
the passage of an override or capital exclusion alters local budget composition. As per (Lee and Lemieux, 2010), multiple models can help demonstrate
robustness and provide more evidence of the final results. To this end, a polynomial RD method will be utilized as well. In this form, the sample will not
be filtered, and will include both observations near the discontinuity, but also
those further away.
(3) Yi = θγi + β1 Γ2 + ... + βn Γn + i
Where Γ represents a continuous form of the assignment variable (i.e.
voter share). The inclusion of an nth degree polynomial can help soak up
variation away from the discontinuity. A polynomial RD method can provide
a more powerful test than a local linear analysis since it is able to utilize more
observations, but there may be concerns of bias even with a higher degree
polynomial. Thus, both (2) and (3) are included in the final results to provide
corroborating evidence of the effects of overrides on local budgets.
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V

Results

Summary statistics for expenditures and revenues can be found in Table 1
and Table 2 respectively.13 Note the large percentage of expenditures devoted
to education, as well as the large portion of total revenues generated purely
from taxes. These are the two key variables this paper is interested in. Fiscal overrides are specifically targeted toward raising the amount of property
taxes that a municipality can collect. In addition, by limiting the analysis
to educational overrides, this provides a priori knowledge and expectations
that can be tested. If we are to believe that public expenditures reflect voter
preferences, then the passage of an educational override should increase educational expenditures by an amount relatively similar to the amount listed
by the override.
First, with an RD method, the treated and untreated groups must be statistically indistinguishable prior to treatment, otherwise results would likely
be biased. Table 3 provides an overview comparing several variables between those municipalities that passed an override against those that failed.
Of interest here is that most of the variables are statistically indistinguishable between the two groups. Only population and the year of the initiative
are statistically significant. However, this statistical significance disappears
when considering only those votes within a 15 percent band around the forcing point. Since the theory behind RD methodology implies that groups
should be indistinguishable when only considering close votes, Table 3 provides positive evidence that using the RD method is a valid choice here.
An initial test is first performed using three measures for educational
spending; the difference in level spending, the change in per capita spending,
and the change in the budget share devoted to educational expenditures.14
Table 4 shows these tests using both the RD method and the polynomial
method. For this sample, the average override was valued at $364,653. Recall
13

17 city-years were found to have almost no expenditures in any department. Presumably this is likely an error in the database, so these observations were removed from the
analysis. Similarly, six city-years reported no revenues of any kind.
14
As a robustness check, raw levels of expenditures in all three measures were tested as
well. None of these provided differing results.
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that the analysis is comparing the passage of an override against those that
fail. Table 4 shows no statistical relationship between the outcome of an
override vote and the resulting educational expenditures. This may be a bit
surprising as these findings indicate little evidence that local budget officials
are responding to voter preferences. Indeed, the signs on the RD method
results show a general tendency for expenditures to fall in the year after an
override passage. Given that these expenditures are specifically earmarked,
this also demonstrates that there appears to be a fair amount of fungibility
in local budgets. Of particular note is the size of the coefficient. Not only is
the sign negative, but the size (even if statistically significant) only amounts
to 71 of the average fiscal override. This is highly indicative of local officials
essentially failing to respond to voter preferences, even when revealed through
a voting process.
Figure 3 provides a visual representation of Table 4. It shows the first
difference change in educational spending levels as they reflect the voter share
of each educational override. Vote share has been normalized such that any
positive value indicates passage, while a negative value indicates failure.15
The provided line is a running local linear regression displaying the average
change in educational spending. Of particular note is the lack of an obvious
discontinuity at zero (the forcing point), thus complementing the findings of
little statistical evidence for local officials responding to voter preferences.
However, these effects may not be completely isolated. While the coefficients are not statistically significant in Table 4, the extreme disagreement
between the two methodologies may raise some concerns. Since there are
no limits to the type or quantity of fiscal overrides that a municipality can
have on the ballot, there may be contemporaneous budgetary effects from
overrides for other areas of the budget. For example, in 1995 the town of
Athol placed three overrides on the ballot, one for education, one for public
safety, and one for culture and recreation. While all three failed, if there
are correlations between the failure (or passage) of one vote with others in
15

The larger the magnitude, the higher the share of voters that approved the measure. A
.5 value would indicate that all voters approved the measure, a value of -.5 would indicate
no voters approved the measure.
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the same year, then the lack of educational spending changes may be due to
other overrides indicating different voter preferences. Thus, a test reducing
the sample to only those years in which educational overrides were the only
overrides on the ballot may help alleviate any contemporaneous issues. In
the following analyses, situations such as Athol’s would result in the removal
of the education override for that year from the sample.
Table 5 provides the results of this narrowed test. Once again, no statistically significant findings are indicated. Both methods now agree (in sign, and
to some extent in magnitude) on the findings. This outcome may be considered much stronger evidence that public expenditures are not matching what
voters approve. Within this sample of overrides, the average override amount
is $494,000. The inability to find any consistent indications that educational
expenditures increase with an override passage may be worrisome for theories
based on public expenditure pass through of voter preferences. Similarly, no
discontinuity can be seen at the forcing point in Figure 4. A broad increasing
trend may be noticed, which coincides with the idea that passage of these
overrides may lead to an increase in educational spending. However, there
may be any number of other unobservable variables that could be driving
this trend effect that are not related to override passage. If there were a
consistent effect, there should be a visible break at the forcing point.
What may be driving these results? There could be a few reasons why
there appears to be no statistically significant effect. For one, if local budgets
are highly fungible, then local decision-makers may be choosing to spend the
monies in other budgetary areas. This is unlikely to be the case if we believe
that voters hold elected officials accountable for their choices. However, as
noted in prior research, asymmetric information may allow budget officials
to effectively avoid being voted out despite not adhering to voter preferences.
This would be particularly true if voter decision-making were affected more
by the appearance of expenditures (i.e. placing education overrides on the
ballot) rather than the true outcome.16
16

This argument is essentially an argument that voters may not have full information
on budget expenditure changes, and thus their choice of candidate may not match their
choice if they held full information.
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A second explanation could be that municipalities are choosing to use the
passage of overrides as a replacement mechanism for normal year-over-year
increases. In other words, educational spending has a positive trend over
time, so an override may effectively allow a city to replace these increases
instead. A municipality may find this a useful mechanism if they hold concerns about their excess capacity. Recall that Proposition 2 21 caps local
property tax collections. If the local decision-makers were concerned about
their ability to raise enough revenue for future expenditures, they may prefer to simply hold expenditures and revenues constant, thus increasing their
excess capacity for future spending. In essence, this may indicate that budget officials may be more forward-looking than initially expected. Note that
asymmetric information on the part of voters may also be playing a role. A
similar argument could be made that if voters are forward-looking as well,
then they may agree to pass overrides not with the expectation of increases
in specific area spending, but that instead overrides improve the future fiscal
position of the city.
Third, it could simply be the case that local officials already plan to spend
the monies from an override regardless of its passage. In such a case, the votes
may be more for decision-makers to gather information on voter preferences
for future budgets (see Romer and Rosenthal (1979)). Unfortunately, the
RD method cannot be used to test this theory as there would be a need to
compare those municipalities that chose to place a vote on the ballot versus
those that did not. It is unfortunately not possible to differentiate the effect
of Intent to Treat (ITT) from the Treament of the Treated (TOT).
Finally, one may argue that budget officials see little difference between
voter preferences that result in a vote barely passing versus a vote that
barely fails. That is, that politicians view voters in this sample as essentially
indifferent between passage or failure. If this point were true and voter
preferences were reflected in political actions, then we would expect local
officials to also be indifferent between the groups on either side of the forcing
point. However, it must be noted that in such a case, for the previous results
to hold, at least one side of the forcing point must have local officials that
take an active role. Since the passage of an override results in a requirement
16
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that the monies be earmarked for their intended purpose for at least the next
year, for there to be no statistically significant effect, either local officials on
the passage side must actively siphon educational money away, or those on
the failure side must actively increase educational spending. In either case,
due to the earmark requirement, local officials must still take an active (and
consistent) role in order to create the effects seen here. This makes it less
likely that budget officials are indifferent between two similar vote shares
when those vote shares are on either side of a forcing point.
The first and second theories are analyzed more in depth here. If the first
theory holds, then there should be a consequent rise in total expenditures,
but without any a prior knowledge of why certain departments may see
increases in funding over others, it becomes more difficult to predict where
the expenditure will ultimately end up in the final city budgets. To analyze
this theory, a separate RD test is utilized for each area of city budgets. Since
the question of reaction to educational overrides remains, each regression will
be limited to education-year overrides only.
Table 6 provides a summary of these results. Ultimately, there is very
little evidence that expenditures in non-education portions of municipal budgets are changing in response to override passage. While the polynomial
method does show a statistically significant increase in Other expenditures,
recall that it is also more likely to be biased given that it is a less internally
valid methodology. Without agreement between the two methods it is hard
to suggest that such results aren’t just spurious in nature. In either case, the
coefficient would suggest a $100,624 increase in Other expenditures, which is
far short of the average ($494,213) override amount. The RD methodology
broadly suggests increasing expenditures to most portions of the budget, the
lack of statistical significance in any department raises questions about how
local decision-makers are responding. In particular, even Total Expenditures
are not increasing in a statistically significant way. The evidence shows little
support for pure budget fungibility driving these results. The lack of an increase in overall spending does however, lend credence to the second theory;
that decision-makers are using overrides as replacement mechanisms rather
than supplementary expenditures.
17
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Visual evidence for these findings are in Figures 5 and 6. Nearly every
graph comparing voter share and expenditures shows little discontinuity at
the forcing point. It is also interesting to note how little correlation exists
between voter share on education overrides and expenditures directed to
other areas of local budgets. Such relatively flat responses across the whole
spectrum of voter shares also provides evidence that even in the case of strong
(or weak) voter preference for educational expenditures, the response of local
decision-makers is relatively muted at best.
To this point, concern has mainly remained with the choice of local budget officials on how to spend monies. Of particular interest may be whether
overrides have significant effects on the revenue side of budgets. In particular, revenue and taxation may play an important in role in determining
whether local officials are utilizing overrides for their revenue effects than for
supplementing expenditures. For this investigation, overrides are specifically
for property tax revenue generation. Therefore, the first area to delve into
are whether there are any effects on property taxes and excess capacity.
One way to test whether the methodology being used is even viable is
to test whether a municipality’s levy limit increases by approximately the
same amount as the average override. Since an override’s dollar value is
added directly to the levy limit along with any revalued assessments and
new growth, if the RD is internally valid, the revalued assessments and new
growth should be effectively random. This should result in a discontinuity
on override passage that approaches the average override value. This can be
seen in Table 7. Both the RD method and the polynomial method agree in
magnitude and sign, showing a levy limit increase of $455,817 and $516,793
respectively. These coefficients are statistically indistinguishable from the
average override amount as expected. As predicted, there is a discontinuity
that arises precisely at the forcing point. Those cities that failed to pass an
override were faced with a lower levy limit compared to those that passed.
Now attention should be turned to the effect of overrides on property
taxes and excess capacity. If decision-makers are utilizing these overrides as
they were designed, then the passage of an override should be positively correlated with increases in property tax revenues. Additionally, forward-looking
18
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(and risk averse) local officials may prefer to increase excess capacity as well.
If that is occurring, then there should be evidence of property tax revenues
coming in lower than the average override amount while any difference between property tax collections and override amounts should approximately
equal any change in excess capacity.
Utilizing similar methods used previously, Table 8 confirms this prediction. Both property tax revenues and excess capacity are positive and statistically significant. The passage of an educational override will, on average,
increase property tax collection by about $373,316 and excess capacity by
$103,505.17 Combined, these two values are quite close to the average override
amount. These results indicate that local officials are effectively under-taxing
property in municipalities that pass an override, and utilitize the under-taxed
portion as excess capacity. Given the troubles in Massachusett’s state budgets in the early 1990’s and reductions in state aid during the latter portions
of the recent financial crisis, local decision-makers may feel it prudent to
maintain higher excess capacity where able. A city would have little options
for raising property tax revenues in troubled financial times if their excess
capacity is at or near zero.
Interestingly, local officials appear to raise more revenues from both property taxes and other tax sources as well. The Change in Total Tax Revenue
variable indicates that cities ultimately raise revenues by almost the exact
amount of the average fiscal override ($490,270 compared to $494,213). Thus,
at the same time that property taxes revenues are increasing, cities also appear to raise more in non-property taxes as well. These non-property taxes
appear to bridge the gap between the under-taxed property and the override value. However, total revenues are not statistically correlated with the
passage of an override. This may also explain why overall expenditure are
also found to have no response to fiscal overrides. Without the revenue, it is
far less likely that a municipality will increase expenditures to match voter
preferences. A second possibility is that revenues and expenditures increase
regardless of override passage (which still draws concern to the idea that
when voters reveal their preferences, decision-makers are not responding).
17

See Figure 8 for visual identification of these discontinuities.
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These findings provide evidence that cities are more likely to be utilizing fiscal overrides to supplant revenue sources rather than to supplement them. In
this case, the passage of an override enables a larger collection of taxes while
increasing excess capacity. Most likely these cities are then either reducing
revenues collected from other sources, or reducing the need to rely on federal
or state aid.18
These results were found to be robust in several ways. Altering the forcing point to either one-third or two-thirds voting share produced statistically
insignificant effects for all regressions run. In addition, varying the measurement of the variable of interest in each regression to consider percentage
changes or per capita measures also did not result in appreciably different
findings.

VI

Conclusion

This paper finds broad evidence that when voters reveal their general preferences for both increased property taxation and educational expenditures,
local officials are generally unresponsive. There is little evidence that educational spending increases upon passing education-oriented fiscal overrides.
In fact, there is little evidence that expenditures in general are responsive to
fiscal override passage. While it is impossible to prove a negative, the lack
of statistically significant findings should raise questions regarding just how
responsive local decision-makers are to voter preferences.
In addition, the findings provided here suggest that local officials are quite
likely to raise revenues to match the overrides while failing to spend the
extra revenue. While it cannot be discounted that cities may raise increased
revenues from non tax sources instead, what can be noted is that taxes are
certainly increasing in proportion to the dollar value of these fiscal overrides.
Since the possibility of non-passage cities raising revenues through non-tax
18

Without any a prior knowledge on where these reductions may occur, investigating
them will require future research. Given that there are a number of sources upon which
a city may draw to increase or decrease revenue beyond taxation, isolating the average
effect to a few departments is likely beyond the scope of this paper.
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means may indicate that questions of welfare gains or losses should not just
focus on taxation, but also on other possible sources of revenue. Statistically
significant results on municipal excess capacity also indicates the presence of
at least some forward-looking decision-making structures.
The evidence in this paper holds useful information for several areas of
research moving forward. In particular, these results provide evidence that
asymmetric information effects may be important for determining local public
expenditures levels. Specifically, that signals of intent to spend (such as an
overrides) may actually be a larger component of voter decision making than
outcomes. Given that the findings indicated little evidence for any systematic
changes in expenditures, this may be an important point for discussing public
expenditure levels. Additionally, these findings occur in a sample of cities
that are relatively small and homogenous, the most likely location for the
median voter theorem results to be visible. Even in such places, there still
appears to be little pass through of voter preferences.
These findings are also important for research of flypaper effects. While
the empirical literature has found support both for and against flypaper
effects, the findings here may indicate one reason behind research that has
shown stronger flypaper effects. Essentially, the tendency to assume that
grants will be treated as equivalent to income increases for voters relies on
the theory that public expenditures reflect voter preferences. However, as has
been shown here, there appears to be little support for this assumption. In
the presence of voter-bureaucrat frictions, grants may no longer be equivalent
to increased public income. Thus, local-decision makers may be incentivized
to allow grant revenues to ‘stick’if grant aid is more heavily scrutinized by
voters.
Despite this, a few caveats should be discussed. While RD methods
should be relatively internally valid, as with any quasi-experimental method,
more research should be done to verify these results are generalizable. Particularly, data from other states would help determine whether this is a peculiarly Massachusetts outcome. In addition, without the ability to identify
effects from cities that chose not to hold a ballot initiative, it is not possible
to differentiate whether the results are the effects of treatment or the effects
21
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of intent to treat.
Ultimately, if we are to believe that absent frictions in the voting ‘market’public expenditures should reflect voter preferences, then this paper points
to the importance of both identifying, and understanding these frictions. The
inability to find statistically significant changes in educational expenditures
from fiscal overrides devoted to the very same, is indicative that the magnitude in difference between theory and reality in the voter-bureaucrat relationship is arguably quite large. This indicates that efforts to reduce voter
frictions may lead to more socially beneficial results if a high degree of voter
preference pass through is the preferred state of democratic institutions. In
particular, efforts to provide voters with ex post facto information on expenditure outcomes may be valuable for providing voters with the tools needed
to hold local officials accountable for their expenditure choices.
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Table 1: Expenditures Summary Statistics.
Variable
Education
Public Works
Public Safety
General
Health
Recreation
Total Expenditures
Observations

Mean
18397396
2583811
5695583
1978530
762444
828854
39149773

SD
Maximum
40720573
927247872
5454032
112872624
22878781
578669440
5466209
150445728
6678517
202280208
2556685
61091356
108371823 2757430784
8758

Minimum
1346
28801
1230
12656
0
0
200984

Table 2: Revenue Summary Statistics.
Variable
Taxes (Net Refunds)
Services
Fees
Federal Aid
State Aid
Other Governments
Special Assessments
Fines & Forfeitures
Miscellaneous
Other
Intergovernmental Transfers
Total Revenues
Observations

Mean
26373829
1563431
472709
82734
8934497
72996
17309
257136
544556
240548
866294
39426040

SD
Maximum
71436243 2060110826
6528136
229604737
2001092
64867050
470330
12286987
32578206
638921542
261527
9377951
87385
2070404
3020235
66835244
2647454
133378789
1650151
101818374
2092630
40223027
110861655 2711676024
8769

Minimum
50043
0
0
0
0
-204815
-803853
0
0
-13565
-829746
173988

Table 3: Comparing Vote Passage and Failure.
Passage
Variable
Mean
SD
Education Spending
9273321 10788802
Public Works Spending
1263096
1319354
Public Safety Spending
2195142
3037727
Total Expenditures
18274668 21537716
Population
8883**
12250
Year
1999.8***
6.8
Total Revenues
18582284 20740408
Observations
519
*: p < 0.10 **: p < 0.05 ***: p < 0.01
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Failure
Mean
SD
8787391 12739931
1228708
1601045
2220631
3845409
17260959 24977006
10651**
14012
1997.7***
7.1
16968875 26013238
617
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Table 4: Fiscal Override Effects on Educational Expenditures.
RD Method Polynomial Method
Variable
Mean
Mean
Change in Education (Difference)
-54782.5
81140.7
(229582.1)
(148219.6)
Change in Education (Per Capita)
-5.7
9.7
(14.1)
(9.9)
Change in Education (Budget Share)
-0.002
-0.002
(0.005)
(0.004)
*: p < 0.10 **: p < 0.05 ***: p < 0.01 (Standard deviation in parentheses.)

Table 5: Only Education-Year Override Effects.
RD Method Polynomial Method
Variable
Mean
Mean
Change in Education (Difference)
25324.3
16878.7
(173215.3)
(208612.8)
Change in Education (Per Capita)
-9.3
-1
(18)
(14.9)
Change in Education (Budget Share)
-0.018
-0.007
(0.012)
(0.008)
*: p < 0.10 **: p < 0.05 ***: p < 0.01 (Standard deviation in parentheses.)

Table 6: Only Education-Years and Other Budget Areas.
RD Method Polynomial Method
Variable
Mean
Mean
Change in Public Works (Difference)
-13938
6902.8
(72975.1)
(75828.15)
Change in Public Safety (Difference)
-69345.3
-26964.5
(47422.7)
(40182.2)
Change in Health (Difference)
4719.9
-168.1
(9316.7)
(11478.8)
Change in Culture & Recreation (Difference)
18581.9
-13834.2
(17309.9)
(15667.3)
Change in Other (Difference)
178095.3
100624**
(168037.4)
(47102.5)
Change in Intergovernmental Transfers (Difference)
47103.9
35250
(34751)
(80465)
Change in Total Expenditures (Difference)
469252.1
362621.8
(424680.1)
(376970.5)
*: p < 0.10 **: p < 0.05 ***: p < 0.01 (Standard deviation in parentheses.)
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Table 7: Only Education-Years and Levy Limit.
RD Method Polynomial Method
Variable
Mean
Mean
Change in Levy Limit (Difference)
455817.1**
516793.4**
(206725.1)
(249905.1)
*: p < 0.10 **: p < 0.05 ***: p < 0.01 (Standard deviation in parentheses.)

Table 8: Only Education-Years and property tax collections and excess capacity.
RD Method Polynomial Method
Mean
Mean
373315.8*
429458.1*
(206647.2)
(254482.9)
Change in Excess Capacity (Difference)
103504.8***
87335.1**
(40309)
(40773.96)
Change in Total Tax Revenue (Difference)
490270.2**
490801.9*
(244610.8)
(279101.9)
Change in Total Revenues (Difference)
416857.6
793333.3
(656212.8)
(481642.5)
*: p < 0.10 **: p < 0.05 ***: p < 0.01 (Standard deviation in parentheses.)
Variable
Change in Property Tax Revenue (Difference)
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Figure 1: Histogram of debt exclusions as a percent of voter share.

Figure 2: Histogram of all education overrides as a percent of voter share.
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Figure 3: Change in educational spending compared to voter share.
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Figure 4: Change in educational spending via education-year overrides only.
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Figure 5: Expenditures for Public Works, Public Safety, Health, and Culture
& Recreation.
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Figure 7: Change in Levy Limit via education-year overrides only.
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Figure 6: Expenditures for Other, Intergovernmental Transfers, and Total
Expenditures.
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Figure 8: Change in property tax collections and excess capacity via
education-year overrides only.
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Figure 9: Change in overall tax collections and total revenues via educationyear overrides only.
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